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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

The review of related literature is one of chapter frameworks that presents 

some relevant theories of the thesis being discussed. This chapter covers 

language, sociolinguistics, bilingualism, code, code switching, kinds of code 

switching, and song. 

2.1 Language 

As we know that language is human’s device to communicate and connect 

relation among people in society life by regulating sound and saying words. 

Kridalaksana (1983, in Chaer, 2007) expresses that language is a arbitrary sound 

symbol system that used by the members of the social group to work together, 

communicate, and identify themselves. The quotation means that arbitrary sound 

symbol system is nothing any relation between sound of language and the 

meaning as part of speech that will produce different language by pronouncing its 

vocabularies and the same concept or meaning. Language is also considered as a 

communication system composed of arbitrary elements which possess an agreed-

upon significance within a community (Edwards, 2009). 

2.2 Sociolinguistics 

Sociolinguistic is language knowledge learning which has contact with 

daily communication in society. It gives impact to the employing of language in 
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culture variety, gender, and social class. Chaer (2007, p.16) describes that 

sociolinguistic is a linguistic branch learning about the usage of languages relation 

among society. It discusses kinds of language usage and speaker, place and time 

of languages usage, some consequence the existence of two languages contact or 

more, and languages variety. Sociolinguistics is used generally for the study of the 

relationship between language and society. It has strong connections with 

anthropology through the study of language and culture, and with sociology 

through the investigation of the role language plays in the organization of social 

groups and institutions (Yule, 2010). 

 

2.3 Bilingualism 

 The ability of speaking in two different languages is commonly identified 

as bilingualism. Bilingualism is a speaker’s ability to use two or more languages 

that have realization form verbally and by written (Achmad & Abdullah, 2012, p. 

159). The role of bilingualism in the construction of cultural meaning, and their 

ties and challenges to a structural functional approach, and then outline some of 

the ways in which both structural functional and interpretive approaches are 

giving way currently to critical analyses concerned with ideologies of 

bilingualism, and their involvement in the production and reproduction of 

relations of social difference and social inequality (Jourdan, et. al; 2006). The 

statement means that bilingualism is the priority key or device on arranging the 

meaning of utterances to interlace with some society diversities that language is as 
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human’s communication means, so it can be caused by the emergence of two or 

more languages ability that are owned by person. 

 

2.4 Code 

 Code is what people speak or talk about needs to be applied as words or 

manners conductor  to communicate each other. As Wardhaugh (2006) explains, 

the term code can be used to refer to any kind of system that two or more people 

employ for communication. The term code is to denote any identifiable speech 

variety, including both a particular language and a particular variety of a language 

(Trask, 2007). The writer reveals a conclusion that code is able to fulfill people’s 

speech ability characteristic on speaking any languages to show their respect 

identity. 

 

2.5 Code Switching 

 Switched-code occasionally takes place in people own language shifted to 

foreign language word by word or sense by sense in a situation where they are 

addressing or revealing something by media such as music, traditional exhibition, 

magazine, preach or talking with their respondents for specific purposes, the 

phenomenon is called as code switching. Barbara clarifies, “Code switching is the 

ability on the part of bilinguals to alternate effortlessly between their two 

languages. Given the appropriate circumstances, many bilinguals will exploit this 
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ability and alternate between languages in an unchanged setting, often within the 

same utterance; this is the phenomenon understood as CS. (2009).” 

According to Wardhaugh, “Code switching occurances sometimes 

happens between sentences (intersententially) or into a one sentence in 

conversation or text script (intra-sententially), and it appears from individual as a 

sign of identity for a group of speakers who must deal with more than one 

language in their common pursuits. As long as talking each other in certain 

situation, people may also decide to switch from one code to another or mix codes 

even within sometimes very short utterances and thereby create a new code in a 

process known as code switching (2006).” This describes that code switching is 

the way of people talking or typing a sentences from original language, then they 

switch to foreign or different languages into word, phrase, or sentence forms in 

one utterance or text and the next.  

Code switching is a universal language-contact phenomenon that reflects 

the grammars of both languages working simultaneously (Fromkin, et. al; 2014). 

The theory has similar perception with Fasold’s statement (1996), in Achmad and 

Abdullah; (2012), who reveals that code switching occurs if  a clause has 

grammar in one language, then the following clause has different one, even 

foreign language. The writer has perspective about the related theory that code 

switching has its own characteristic to be observed based on grammatical in 

whatever sentences or statements are proclaimed or written by switching words or 

phrases and clause. 
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2.5.1 Kinds of Code Switching 

Poplack (1980), in Tinuk (2014), explains that there are three types of 

code switching, they includes: 

1. Inter-sentential code switching 

This type is occured when a spoken or written language switches to 

the other one in the next sentence or utterance. In other word, this 

code switching type may be called as switching on inter-sentence. 

2. Intra-sentential code switching 

If  words or phrases from one language switches automatically to 

other foreign language in a the same sentence or utterance, the 

code switching is classified in this type. The foreign language or 

other languages may be inserted into sentence, dialogue, or speech 

when it is written or spoken and engaged with original language. 

3. Tag-switching 

This code switching type just needs a bit different language 

unification into an sentence or utterance. The word or phrase is 

typically inserted at the end of sentence or utterance as question tag 

grammar format. 

Meanwhile, Barbara, et. al. (2009) argue that there has been a burgeoning 

growth in the literature of code-switching, the use of two (or more) languages 

between sentences (i.e. inter-sentential) or within a sentence (i.e. intrasentential) 

In the last few decades. Therefore, it just categorizes code switching into two 
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classification. It can be concluded that the theory of code switching typology is 

not owned by some experts, but also another new theories is born as long as future 

theory still has relation with the previous one. 

 

2.6 Song 

 Hornby’s statement (2008), in Putri (2006) asserts that song is a short 

poem or number of verses set of music and intended to be sung by the singer. In 

addition, Oxford dictionary (2008) defines, “song is short piece of music with 

words that you sing.” So, the understanding of song constitutes a enjoyable media 

by voicing lyric text and regulating intonation rhythm emotionally and 

expressively. 

A lot of song writers intend combine their lyrics by switching foreign 

language to their song and the lyrics become bilingual script so that the songs 

have interesting impression and contrived well. Because to introduce language 

culture variety by releasing bilingual songs on international public is a appropriate 

choice, this idea is very recognized by applying code switching on song lyrics. 

Based on Davies and Bentahila quotation in Adegoke (2011), code switching is 

both a localizing and globalizing device in the effort towards globalization and 

hybridization of popular music. Therefore, code switching is as complement 

element on authoring song and the ouputs are also promoted globally. 

From those citations above, the conclusion is that song has been attributed 

with cultural introduction contexts through creative idea such as by applying code 
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switching element on its lyrics in which the benefit confers qualitative impact that 

the song may become literary work material or language study material. Thereby, 

code switching in song can be considered as media that has relevance between 

literature and linguistic so that the song is able to be researched in academic 

purposes. 


